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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of Electrical Capacitance Tomography
(ECT). ECT is a non-intrusive technique for obtaining information about the
distribution of the contents of closed pipes by measuring variations in the dielectric
permittivity of the material inside the pipe. An eight electrode ECT sensor system
with MATLAB software programming was developed. This system can be used
to model the volume ratio of water and oil mixture particularly in a flow horizontalstratified distribution. Data from the hardware system can be acquired directly
from a computer through data acquisition system (DAS) card that provide the
cross sectional image of water and oil mixture. Image reconstruction algorithm
used in this project was based on Linear Back Projection (LBP).

KEYWORDS: Electrical Capacitance Tomography, dielectric permittivity, MATLAB
software programming, Image reconstruction algorithm, Linear Back Projection
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INTRODUCTION
Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) is a technique for obtaining information about the
distribution of the contents of closed pipes or vessels by measuring variations in the dielectric
properties of the material inside the vessel (Williams and Beck, 1995). The ECT system is a
"soft field" sensing technique related to changes in permittivity distribution that causes a distortion
of the overall sensing area. Generally, total measurements for an nelectrodes ECT system is
1/2 (n x (n-1 )) measurements (Process Tomography Ltd, 1999).
Typical information obtainable includes cross-sectional images of vessel contents, and
measurement of the volume fraction and velocities of the contents of pipes for two phase flow
(Yang and York, 1999;Yang eta!., 1994).
The cross-section to be imaged is surrounded by one o·r more circumferential sets of capacitance
electrodes and the electrical capacitances between all combinations of the electrodes within
each set are measured. This information is then used to construct an image of the contents of
the cross section of the vessel enclosed by the sensor, based on variations of the permittivity
of the material inside the vessel (Process Tomography Ltd, 2001 a).
ECT is most successful when applied to materials such as oils, plastics, dry powders and
under favourable circumstances pure water, all of which have low electrical conductivity.

ECT SENSOR DESIGN
The main purpose of the developed ECT system is to obtain information about the contents of
pipes, based on measuring variations in the dielectric properties of the material inside the pipe.
An eight electrode ECT sensor was constructed as this number of electrodes will produce
adequate data for image reconstruction. The ECT electrodes sensor was mounted symmetrically
outside the pipe. Those electrodes were connected to the measurement system through coaxial
cable connection. Measured data are fed into the computer using DAS card for image
reconstruction.
Figure 1 shows the Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) Flow Model. The opening on
the left was used to fill in the water and oil mixture whereas the other opening was for water
circulation. Water or oil can be discarded through the tap at the lower right of the flowing model.
An important step in planning a successful ECT application is the design of the capacitance
sensor, as this is normally unique for different applications. The design of ECT sensors is
Glosely linked to the capabilities of the capacitance measurement system. An ideal capacitance
measuring system will have low noise level, a wide dynamic measurement range and high
immunity to stray capacitance (Process Tomography Ltd, 1999).
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Figure 1. ECT flowing model and its support system

Many factors must be considered in developing the ECT sensor. Firstly, if the vessel wall is
metallic, internal electrodes must be used. When the vessel wall is made of an insulating
material, the electrodes can be placed either inside or outside the vessel wall. A sensor
with internal electrodes will normally have superior electrical performance compared to
external electrodes, but the design and construction of sensors electrode is considered
more complex (Process Tomography Ltd, 1999).
The maximum achievable number of electrodes is 16 but 8 electrode ECT system is sufficient
to provide data for image reconstruction. For the best axial resolution, a small number of
short measurement electrodes should be used. The axial resolution will be approximately
equal to the length of the measurement electrodes. For the best resolution across the image
plane, a large number of longer measurement electrodes should be chosen. The orthogonal
resolution will be approximately D/N where D is the sensor diameter and N is the number of
measuring electrodes.
For a sensor to be able to image materials having permittivity in the range from Cmin to Cmax'
the sensor should be designed so that:
i.

The capacitance between adjacent electrodes from sensor containing the higher
permittivity material must be less than Cmax·

ii. The capacitance measured between the opposite electrodes with the sensor containing
the lower permittivity must not be less than (K Cmin), where K is a constant (typically 50).
This ensures a relative noise-free measurement of the opposite electrode capacitance
can be made.
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cmin to cmax' is the capacitance measured when the pipe is full of low and high permittivity
material respectively. In this project, the low permittivity material used was oil and high
permittivity material was water.

The measuring electrodes must be completely surrounded by an earthed, conducting screen
and the measuring and guard electrodes must be connected to the measuring unit by
screened coaxial connecting leads (Process Tomography Ltd, 2001 a). The maximum length
of connecting lead should not exceed 1.5 metres.
The fabricated ECT sensor with the above mentioned consideration is shown in Figure 2.
This external electrodes arrangement has the advantage of non-contact and avoidance of
possible contamination of the electrodes by the fluid inside the pipe. The measurement is
therefore non-invasive.
L=150mm

Pipe wall

Insulating

Radial
screen

layer

Figure 2. Fabricated ECT sensor

One of the important parameter is the thickness of the pipe wall (Williams and Beck, 1995),
which could significantly influence the sensitivity distribution in the imaging area. If the wall is
too thick, then the capacitance between adjacent electrodes will not respond monotonically
to the increase in permittivity inside the pipe bore. The electrodes are mounted symmetrically
around the acrylic pipe, of 1Omm wall thickness which is in the acceptable range.
To obtain best resolution across the image plane, longer measurement electrodes were
chosen. The width and length of each electrode was 25mm and 150mm respectively. This
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arrangement is generally suitable for pipes in horizontal stratified distribution. If the sensor
electrodes are too short compared with the diameter of the sensor, extra axial guard electrodes
will normally be required at each end of the measuring electrodes. The purpose of the guard
electrodes is to maintain a parallel electric field pattern across the sensor in the region of the
measuring electrodes, by preventing the electric field lines from spreading axially at the ends
of the measuring electrodes.
The inter-electrode capacitances are typically fractions of a pF. Therefore earthed screen
have been placed around the electrodes to eliminate the effects of extraneous signals and
variations from stray capacitance to earth. Radial screen between adjacent measuring
electrodes are also needed to reduce the standing capacitance between these electrodes to
a value low enough to avoid overloading or saturating the capacitance measuring system.
Aluminium plate is used as the electrode due to its good conductivity property. The material
is comparatively cheaper and widely available. Finally, this metallic material is easy to form
into the demanded shapes. Aluminium foil was used to wrap the sensor electrodes. The
electrodes and the screen are isolated completely by an insulating layer. All the parameters
and materials used to construct the electrodes sensor are listed in Table 1.
By convention, electrodes are numbered anticlockwise starting with the first quadrant above
the horizontal line as shown in Figure 2.
Table 1. Materials used in the construction of the electrodes sensor
Item

Material

Material Characteristic

Pipe wall

Acrylic

Thickness = 1Omm,
Outer diameter = 90mm

Electrodes

Aluminium plate

Length = 150mm
Width =25mm

Radial screen

Aluminium plate

Length = 150mm

Width= 6mm
Earthed screen

Aluminium foil

Whole sensing volume

Insulating layer

Shoe sole

Thickness = 5mm

Connecting cable

RG174 and jack plug

0.8 meters
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ECT SENSOR CIRCUIT
Capacitance measurement circuit is an essential requirement of the imaging system. The
measurement sensitivity should be focused into a narrow area between the two selected
electrodes (Yang, 2001 ). In selecting a capacitance measuring circuit, the stray-immune
circuit must be selected to satisfy this requirement.
Due to charging problem of charge transfer circuit. AC based detecting circuit was selected
as the measurement circuit. A typical AC based capacitance measuring circuit is shown in
Figure 3, where is a sine-wave excitation voltage, ~ is the output of the first stage, Cx is
the unknown inter-electrode capacitance, C, (usually < 1pF) and R, are the feedback
capacitance and resistance for the op-amp, respectively, and Cs, and C52 are stray capacitance.

v;

Figure 3. AC based capacitance measuring circuit

The key feature of this design is the independence of the sensitivity of the circuit to the
excitation frequency, and is set by the excitation voltage and feedback capacitance only.
In general , each electrode can be used for either excitation or detection. For this purpose,
the electrode modes were selected via CMOS switches. Th is type of switch was chosen
because of its high switching speeds, low R0 n (resistance for analogue switch during turn
ons) and minimum leakage errors (Gayakwad, 1993).
To increase the overall data-capture speed, 8 parallel measurement channels were used.
In practice a four-switch arrangement is necessary as shown in Figure 5. In the excitation
mode, switch 81 and 82 are ON. In the detection mode, switch 83 and 84 are ON instead.
Switch 83 ON to drive the coupling capacitance of switch 81 to earth and thus eliminating
its effect on the inter-electrode capacitance measurement. This arrangement reduces the
effect of the coupling capacitance of the CMOS switches significantly.
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Figure 5. Actual design of four-switch
arrangement for electrode selection

MICROCONTROLLER CONTROL UNIT
The control unit controls the status of the electrodes so that each electrode can be selected
as either the source or detecting electrode. A complete data-capture cycle starts with
electrode e, (refer to Figure 2) selected as the source and all the others as detecting
electrodes. The capacitances between the electrode pairs 1-2, 1-3 to 1-8 are measured
simultaneously. The 8 parallel channels signal feed in to the computer through the DAS
card interface. In the next step, electrode e2 is selected as the source and all others as
detecting electrode. Thus, provides another 8 measurements again. Theoretically, the
voltage measured for e2 as source and e,as detecting electrode (electrode pair 2-1) should
be the same in this reverse arrangement. But, practically the detected outputs are different
due to the electrode manufacturing errors and slightly differences of the tolerance for the
measuring circuits' parameter.
This process continues until electrode e8 is selected as source electrode and all others as
detecting electrode. In this way, 64 capacitance measurements are obtained in a scan
cycle but some measurements are overlapping. Only 28 individual measurements are
necessary for image reconstruction.
The control unit is formed by the microcontroller and CMOS switches. The ADG201 A
chip CMOS switches comprise of four independently selectable switches employed to
implement 4 switches arrangement. Thus, parallel measurement required one ADG201 A
chip in each measurement channel. The ADG201 A switches would be turned ON when
the input signal (INx) is logic 'O' while OFF when its control logic is logic '1 '. The control
signals and the CMOS switches connection is shown in Figure 6 (small designation beside
the CMOS switches).
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The waveform to control electrode channel 1 (means electrode number 1) is illustrated in
Figure 7. This concept is extended to the other channels. The required electrode selection
signals are generated by microcontroller in RAO to RA2 to shift register 74HC595. The
microcontroller used was PIC16F84. RAO and RA2 refers to the pin on this microcontroller
on port A, where the pin is configured as output pin. Shift registers are utilised to extend
built in port of the microcontroller to 26 outputs for electrode selection signals, gain selection
signals, burst and trigger signals.
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Figure 7. Electrode selection signal and its inverting signal to control
the electrode of channel 1
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM (DAS)
The DAS card is used to send the analog output voltages to the computer. The maximum
data acquisition speed is 333ksample/s per channel with 12 bit resolution. If multiple channel
is used, the maximum 333ksample/s (1 sample every 3.0µs) will be divided by the number of
channel used.

Multiple channel (max. sample rate)=

Max. Sample rate per channel =

333ksample / s
no.channel

333ksample / s

8

;;; 40ksample / s

(1)

(2)

Finally, all the fabricated hardware systems have been assembled to form complete ECT
system. Photographs of real system are captured for best visualisation. Figure 8 shows the
working ECT system.

ECT

Measurement
Figure 8. Photograph of ECT system

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
ECT SYSTEM CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Before any application of ECT hardware system, calibration is an essential step to obtain
accurate data and limits the measurements within the capable range of the detecting circuit.
It is due to large differences of standing capacitance measured between adjacent pair and
opposite pair. In the normal method of operation, an ECT system is calibrated by filling the
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sensor with the two reference materials in turn and by measuring the resultant inter-electrode
capacitance values at these two extreme values of relative permittivity. This step has been
done by full filling the ECT flowing model with water and oil respectively. The measured
data were captured through DAS card to the computer for normalising the standing
capacitance measured. This method of calibration defines the two end points of the
measurement range.
This situation is shown diagrammatically in Figure 9, which illustrates how the measured
inter-electrode capacitances changes between the higher (water) and lower (oil) values of
calibration for these two materials of relative permittivity Ew and Ea . For simplicity, it has been
assumed that the variation is linear.

Ea

Ew

Relative

Figure 9.

Relationship between the measured inter-electrode
capacitance and the relative permillivity

NORMALISATION OF MEASUREMENT PARAMETER
Normalised inter-electrode capacitance is defined as the following equation:
(3)

Where CN is the normalised capacitances and CM are the set of absolute capacitances
measured with the sensor containing a material of arbitrary permittivity, CH are the set of
capacitances measured at the higher permittivity calibration point (water) and CL are the
set of capacitances measured at the lower permittivity calibration point (oil).
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By applying AC to DC converter and with several stages of amplifiers, the DC voltage
V:, is given by:

V = -AJmC a V or C = o
x' ·, ,
x

AV
(4)

0

JmR,~

The general equation above becomes VM for voltages measured at different distributions of
water/oil mixture, VH is measured when pipe is filled with higher dielectric permittivity material
(water) and ~ is the voltage measured when pipe is filled with lower dielectric permittivity
material (oil). The corresponding unknown capacitance Cx is thus remarked as CM' CH and
CL respectively.

CM= -

C

= -

_H

AVM

JmR,~
AVH

1mR,~

is the measured capacitance

is the capacitance measured during calibration with the sensor filled with

the higher permittivity material (water).

CL= -

AV
.

L

JmR,~

is the capacitance measured during calibration with the sensor filled with

the lower permittivity material (oil).
Substitute with the derived measured normalised capacitance in Eq. (3),

(5)

Thus, normalisation simplifies the image reconstruction process by calculating the measured
voltages only.
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EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY

The combination of two dielectric materials determines the effective permittivity of the
mixture. Assume that these materials are uniformly mixed such as mixing of water and oil
so that the mixture contains a fraction x of the higher permittivity and hence (1-x) of the
lower permittivity material. The proportions of the two materials are constant along the
pipe as in stratified flow.
Electrode

Electrode Area = A

Electrode

Figure 10. Parallel plate capacitance cell

Consider the case of the simple parallel plate capacitance cell as shown in Figure 10 above.
The capacitance of this cell is given by the equation :
(6)

where e0 is the permittivity of free space, e, is the dielectric of the material inside the cell,
A is the area of the capacitance plates and d is the spacing between the plates. For
eA
simplicity, arbitrarily set - 0 - = 1 and calculate a set of relative capacitance values C,,
d
(7)

This basic concept can be extended to horizontal-stratified water and oil mixture.
When the cell is filled with oil (a), e, = 3 and equation (7) becomes:
(8)

C,= 3
When the cell is filled with water (b), e, = 80, the capacitance becomes:

(9)

C, = 80

-

..
. ..
..
.
.

Oil

Mixed

Water

Figure 11. Capacitance cell filled with horizontalstratified water and oil properties of the sensor
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When the cell is mixed filled with water and oil (c) the cell becomes two capacitors
in series, where the values of coil' and
occupied by each component.
cwater

cwater

Coil'

and

depend on the proportion of the cell height

The sum of the capacitance of capacitors connected in series is obtained by adding up
respective reciprocals. Hence the capacitance for the above case is given by :

1

1

c,

coil

1

(10)

-=-+--

where

c water

3
(1-x)

(11)

x80

(12)

---

and

cwater=

hence

-=--+-

giving

1

(1-~

c,

3

c, =

x

80

240
80-77x

(13)

Equation 13 shows that the capacitance of the cell increases in a non-linear manner as the
proportion of the cell occupied by the mixed material changes. The rate of increase depends
on the dielectric constant of the material.
From equation (10), these capacitances are proportional to the permittivity and inversely
proportional the concentration . Hence, the effective permittivity of the mixture (Ke) is,

1-x

x

(14)

=--+-

~

KH
(15)

In normalised form,
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and simplifies to :

K
en

x~

(16)

=-----

KH( 1-x) -X~

Invert this equation to obtain the volume ratio x as a function of the normalised pixel permittivity
values K0 n:

(17)

This equation shows that volume ratio x is not equal to the values of normalised pixel
permittivity Ken· Thus , the pixel values obtained by linear back projection must be modified by
multiplying them by a correction factor where:

KH
CF=-----(~ +K,,n(KH-~))

(18)

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Images are constructed of the cross sectional distribution of material inside the ECT sensor
from values of measured normalised capacitance between combinations of electrodes
mounted symmetrically around the periphery of the pipe.
The method used to derive the values of each pixel in the image from the capacitance
measurements is the so-called Linear Back-Projection (LBP) algorithm, which was originally
developed for use in X-ray tomography systems. In this algorithm, it is assumed that the
relationship between the measured values of inter-electrode capacitance C and the permittivity

K of each pixel can be written in matrix form as follows:
(19)

C=S.K

where C is a column vector containing the set of m normalised inter-electrode capacitance
measurements c for one image frame, K is a column vector containing the set of n normalised
pixel permittivity k and S is a normalised mxn matrix known as the sensitivity map of ECT
system. All the values in these matrices and column vectors are normalised to simplify the
calculation. The value of m (the number of possible unique inter-electrode capacitance
measurements) is 28 for the 8 electrode sensor design.
The sensitivity maps for electrode pairs 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 are shown in Figure 12. The
black pixels indicate that the pixel will be influenced by the capacitance between that electrode
pair and the white pixels indicate that the pixel have no influence on the capacitance between
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those pairs. Obviously, the sensitivity maps for any other electrode pair combination will be
identical to one of these four basic maps which rotates around the sensor due to the symmetry
properties of the sensor.

+

(a) S12

(b) S13

(c) S14

(d) S15

+

Figure 12. Four basic sensitivity maps of ECT system

The elements in the matrix S are referred to as capacitance coefficients. The sensitivity
matrix will consist of m sets of capacitance coefficients, each set containing 1024 capacitance
coefficients corresponding to each individual pixel location. The values of the coefficients for
pixel locations outside the sensor boundary will be zero as shown by the white pixels. Equation
(18) shows that for any arbitrary permittivity distribution inside the sensor, the individual
inter-electrode capacitances are obtained by adding up the effects of each individual probe
pixel, weighted by its actual permittivity, k. That is, by summing the combined effects of the
pixels inside the circle.
The LBP algorithm is simple and fast. However, the images produced by this algorithm are
blurred because the electric field between two capacitance electrodes spreads out and
intercepts many pixels. The effect is giving a spurious and unwanted level of background
permittivity to each pixel. This can be removed by some form of filtering or threshold. However,
the sum of all of the image pixels will approximate to the true value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The end product of this project is a set of 8 electrode ECT system to investigate the volume
ratio and reconstruct the image using MATLAB. The measured data will be acquired by DAS
card to Microsoft Excel file through DOE transfer. These measurements provide necessary
information for image reconstruction .
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VOLUME RATIO
The overall voltage of the contents of the ECT sensor can be calculated from either the
normalised pixel values in the reconstructed ECT image or from the normalised capacitance
measurement directly. The first method has been adopted due to its simplicity.

Calculation through Measured Output
Before MATLAB programming is used, manual calculation has been carried out to predict
the trend of the output. Interpolation method can be used to approximate the volume ratio
of flowing materials inside the pipe. This is done by summing all the individual measurements
of different distributions of water and mixture to investigate its relationship to the volume
ratio. This experiment is carried out by determining the overall volume content of the flowing
model prior to mixing of different distributions of water and oil mixtures. The capacity of
flowing model is 5700ml and each mixing is based on the ratio to the capacity measured.
Generally, for N-electrode sensor, the number of independent measurements obtainable is
determined by the combinational formula;

N = _n_(n_-_1_)
2

(20)

where in this project, number of electrodes, n = 8, N=28 measurements
Table 2 listed the sum of 28 measurements at each respective volume ratio.

Table 2. Sum of 28 measurements versus
water percentage
%water

Sum of 28 measurements/V

0

92

20

95.5

40

109.64

50

110.66

60

115.4

80

135.96

100

144.56

Figure 13 clearly shows the relationship between these two parameters. The linear graph
plotted shows that voltages measured are linearly proportional to changes of effective
permittivity inside the pipe. The equation can be used to approximate percentage of water
inside the pipe if sum of 28 individual measurements are obtained.
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Figure 13. Graph plotted for sum of 28
measurements vs percentage of water

CALCULATION THROUGH MATLAB PROGRAMMING
Volume ratio can be calculcited through the normalised pixel values in the reconstructed
image. This is done by summ_ing the values of the individual pixels in the ECT image for the
required image frame and dividing this figure by the sum of these pixel values when the
sensor is full of the higher permittivity material which is water. In mathematical terms,
1
VR= [ M

JLp
P;
H
M

(21)

1. 1

where VR is the voltage of volume ratio, Mis the total number of pixels (1024), P is the value
1
of the particular pixel and PH is the value of the particular pixel when the pipe is filled with the
higher permittivity material (water).
Volume ratio of each distribution is calculated by applying the theory above in MATLAB
programming . The result is shown in Figure 14. Generally, this graph shows that for distribution
with 20% and 80% water are not accurate compared to volume ratio at almost half mixing.
This is due to LBP algorithm. This method spreads the true image over the whole of the
sensor area which produces very blurred images. In addition, changes of permittivity
distribution produce a distortion of the sensing field and create a non-linear relationship.
Therefore, lower distribution will be over estimated normally and vice-versa.
Volume Ratio vs Percentage of Water

+

+
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Figure 14. Volume ratio through MATLAB
calculation vs percentage of water
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IMAGE RECONSTRUCTED
The core of tomography is to provide cross sectional image inside the vessel investigated.
ECT is particular popular nowadays because it is a non-intrusive technique. The sample of
image reconstructed is as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16.

Figure 16. 30 image of 20% water
and 80% oil mixture

Figure 15. 20 image of 20% water
and 80% oil mixture

Figure 15 shows the 20 reconstructed image of 20% water and 80% oil mixture. Simple
RGB colour scheme is used to explain the permittivity distribution inside the pipe.
Conventionally, red colour represents higher permittivity area, green colour area is intermediate
permittivity distribution while lower permittivity is indicated by blue colour. Therefore, the
image tells that oil is floating on top of water in stratified distribution because permittivity of
water is 80 while oil normally is 3 only. The middle part is an intermediate level of permittivity
distribution with water and mixture. This phenomenon is due to frequent mixing and pouring
of water and oil causing some mixture of water and oil. It can be identified as pure yellow
colour with water and oil content.
Figure 12 shows the 30 image of the sample distribution. It simply represents the distribution
of different permittivity inside the pipe as in Figure 15. However, it gives more information
regarding the distribution of flowing materials inside ttie pipe. All explanations above for
Figure 15 can be applied to Figure 16 as well.
Figure 17 shows the normalised voltages for images reconstructed in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
The sensitivity for the measured properties is not constant with in the region of interest.
Measured voltages can be either more than higher permittivity calibration voltages or less
than lower permittivity calibration voltages. The reason is because ECT is categorised as
"soft field" tomography. However, the data shows that the normalised values for electrode
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pairs of 5-6, 5-7 ... to 7-8 are among the highest compared to others at area of higher
permittivity (bottom portion of the pipe - water). (The electrode is anticlockwise numbered)
Figures 18, 19, 20 and 21 are some sample data and images for several distributions of
water and oil mixture. By using normalised voltages, images were reconstructed by LBP
algorithm from MATLAB programming.
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Figure 11: Compensate d normalised voltar:,e vs, electrode pair

Figure 18. 20 and 30 images of 50% water and 50% oil mixture
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Normalised Series Model Voltage vs Electrode Pair
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Figure 19. Compensated normalised voltage vs electrode pair

Figure 20. 20 and 3Q images of 80% water and 20% oil mixture
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Figure 21. Compensated normalised voltage vs electrode pair
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CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, a hardware system and software programming to provide cross sectional
image of the ECT system have been developed. The system can be used to investigate
mixture of water and oil particularly in horizontal-stratified distribution. The data acquired
from hardware system have been tested by the software to calculate volume ratio and for
image reconstruction. The results have been discussed and successfully verified the project
is a working ECT system.
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